ASGCO® is a certified belt splicing company that is invested in the latest technology of vulcanizing presses and equipment to continually improve our conveyor belt splicing techniques. Compare to the industry standard of splicing using “filler strips” of uncured rubber into the splice for it to be seamless, ASGCO® Seam-less Splice™ eliminates the potential exposure of carcass from “filler strips” and premature wearing or delamination.

**COME EXPERIENCE THE ASGCO® DIFFERENCE**

**Features & Benefits**
- Utilize the covers supplied with the belt for consistent DIN abrasion
- Seamless splice allows for more aggressive cleaning solutions to be implemented
- Bias Cut .4 X Belt Width - influences the durability of a splice
- Increased splice strength
- Extended belt life

**ASGCO® Seam-less Splice™**
For a Seam-less Splice™, a bias cut (0.4 x bw) favorably influences the durability of the splice. When the splice runs against the conveying direction this method is favorable even in case of aggressive scrapers.

**Industry Standard**
Filler Strips are known for being unreliable when it comes to the longevity of the belt, requiring several visits or fixes during the life span of a belt.

Contact us for more information & samples:
www.asgco.com | 800.344.4000 | info@asgco.com

Allentown, PA  
Marriottsville, MD  
Rockville, VA